


About Your Presenter 

Dr. Amy Baeder

Director, The Project-Based 
Learning Network



Welcome & Introductions

• Taught science and ELA in Seattle Public Schools
• Worked in TEP @ the University of Washington
• Arkansas Science Teachers Association, President 

2020
• Curriculum Design: Empatico, Educurious, & 

National Geographic





Who is in the 
PBLN?
The PBLN consists of 
380+ motivated, PBL-
minded educators and 
leaders from across the 
globe, including the 
United States, Saudi 
Arabia, Thailand, China, 
Canada, Australia, 
England, South Korea, 
Jamaica, Russia, and the 
Netherlands



Essential 
Question

What makes project-based learning units unique and the 
perfect fit for engaging your learners? 



We will explore…

the difference between project-based learning and projects

how the essential elements of a high-performance PBL unit can guide your planning

how to teach a PBL unit within the constraints of testing, standards, and time

what makes lessons engaging and memorable (even years from now!)

examples of real-world PBL units



What was your most unforgettable….

…lesson?

…class?

…learning experience?

What made it unforgettable?

Answer in the chat!



Usually, 
these are 
experiences 
that are…

• High-stakes: drama performance, spelling 
bee, orchestra recital, the big game, an 
academic competition
• Dramatic or different: Guest speaker, 

unexpected props, teacher came dressed as 
a character, you played a major role
• Time-bound: one dramatic moment OR 

something you spent a long time doing, 
learning, or creating



Usually, 
these are 
experiences 
that are…

• Creative: You constructed knowledge and 
you applied your learning by building, 
creating, planning, implementing, or 
designing
• Social: You learned with or from other 

people (even if those other people shared 
their knowledge in videos, books, etc.)



After observing, writing, 
providing feedback on, and 
teaching hundreds of PBL 

units…

… I have identified 14 ingredients that constitute a high-performance PBL unit 





How does this 

list compare 

to your 

memorable 

experience?



Now 
consider…what 
will students 
remember of your 
class…

…next year?
…in 5 years?
…in 10 years?



Now 
consider…what 
will students 
remember of your 
class…

…next year?
…in 5 years?
…in 10 years?

Which elements do 

you need to include, 

either in a PBL unit or 

in a unit you’ll te
ach 

tomorrow! 



The Power of Moments: Why 
Certain Experiences have 
Extraordinary Impact

“Within any given span of 
experience, then, some moments 
will always be vastly more 
meaningful and memorable than 
others. As recipients of 
experiences, we understand this, 
but as creators of experiences, we 
ignore it.” 

-Fast Company article by Chip and 
Dan Heath, 10/3/17

https://www.fastcompany.com/40472116/the-power-of-moments-why-certain-experiences-have-extraordinary-impact


The Power of Moments: Why Certain 
Experiences have Extraordinary Impact

“We’re not very good at investing in 
such moments. A teacher plans his 
history curriculum for a semester, but 
every class period gets roughly the 
same amount of attention.”

-Fast Company article by Chip and Dan 
Heath, 10/3/17

https://www.fastcompany.com/40472116/the-power-of-moments-why-certain-experiences-have-extraordinary-impact


“Peak moments” deliver:
• Elevation: rise above the 

everyday
• Pride: accomplishing milestones
• Insight: understanding big 

ideas/important truths
• Connection: relationships and 

transformational alliances
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As educators, how can we 
design “peak moments” 
that students will 
remember? 



What is Project-Based 
Learning?



Project-Based Learning

An approach to instruction that facilitates 
deeper learning, motivation, and 
engagement through student voice and 
choice, the investigation of real-world 
problems, and the exploration of content 
through the project. 



What we want high-performance 
PBL to do for our students:
• Hit the standards/learning goals of our 

system 
• Lead to deeper learning & lasting 

understanding
• Promote engagement & intrinsic motivation
• Provide differentiation (what, how, where, 

who)
• Give authentic learning opportunities to our 

students



The Three 
Questions 

I Hated 
Most 

Before 
Using PBL

• ”Is this going to be on the 
test?”
• “Are we doing anything 

today?”
• “When will I ever use this?”



PBL Confronts 
Each Annoying 
Question! 

• Yes, we’re doing something EVERY day!
• Yes, every lesson counts! 
• Project provides purpose. 
• Unit launch begins the unit with purpose.

• Students will use what they learned on the final 
product in front of a real audience.



Projects Vs. 
Project-
Based 
Learning

• Projects are usually 
introduced after the content is 
taught (or at least worked on 
then)—saved for the end

• Imbalance between teacher 
direction and student inquiry 
(usually too much or too little 
direction)

• Usually just presented to the 
class, if at all

• May not be connected to 
standards

• Seen as an extra or an add-on

• Project-Based Learning 
Projects are introduced 
from Day 1 and worked on 
throughout the unit

• Students are supported 
and given direction, but 
there is meaningful voice 
and choice

• Shared with an authentic 
audience

• Built around standards and 
learning goals

• Project is core to learning 
and drives the learning



6 Key Assumptions 
of High-Performance 

PBL

Content & standards are taught through project

PBL can be taught throughout the year

PBL is for ALL learners

The project is introduced from Day 1

Balance open-endedness & structure

PBL is flexible  to a variety of contexts 



How else does PBL lead to long-term 
memory?
• Students generating an answer 

to a question(EQ, but also in PBL 
unit)
• Students doing little bits of work 

often instead of all at once (the 
essence of project-BASED 
learning)
• Asking “Why is this true?” Why 

might this be the case?”—
making connections to the 
project & previously learned 
information

What Every Teacher should Know 
About Long-Term Memory
-Bradley Busch, 10/6/2017



What is High-Performance PBL?

There is an 
underlying story for 

why students are 
learning the content

Student learning is 
shared with an 

audience

Students complete a 
project that is 

relevant & authentic

Students work on 
the project 

throughout the unit

Students are 
learning important 

subject-area content 
through the project

Students are actively 
and deeply learning



What is High-Performance PBL?

There is an 
underlying story for 

why students are 
learning the content

Student learning is 
shared with an 

audience

Students complete a 
project that is 

relevant & authentic

Students work on 
the project 

throughout the unit

Students are 
learning important 

subject-area content 
through the project

Students are actively 
and deeply learning

Do you want high-

performance PBL in your 

school or classroom? Let 

me know in the chat!



What is YOUR 
PBL “Why?”

Type in the chat (or jot it down 
for yourself) in a word, phrase, or 
sentence!



Why using Project-Based Learning 
will engage your students

… (while helping them remember what they’ve learned for longer!)



Have you ever felt like….



Have you ever felt 
like….

3. The students are learning 
the material just for you and 
then re-delivering it to you on 
the test
4. Your classroom and 
curriculum are disconnected 
from the “real world.”



Have you ever felt 
like….

5. Students need more problem-
solving, collaboration, and 
leadership skills
6. Students aren’t excited about 
learning

If these ring true for you, you may 
be ready for Project-Based 
Learning!



Key Difference Between Projects & PBL: 
Teaching the Content Through the Project



It’s social, yet can be personalized



There’s an opportunity for 
individual and collaborative 
work as students…

• make sense of concepts
• have individual & group 

work time to cater to 
both introverts & 
extroverts
• engage in collaborative 

tasks vs. tasks better 
suited for individuals



Each child has 
a role to play

• Thinking roles
• Project roles
• Group management 

roles



There are built-in 
supports & extensions



There’s plenty of student 
voice and choice



And now, a question for you!

If I were to visit your community, 
classroom, or school, what about it 
sets it apart and makes it “yours”?

Answer this in the chat!



Consider how you can leverage 
these unique qualities in a PBL 
unit

-find community partners
-lean on community or school 
identity
-strengthen relationships within 
your building and outside the 
school building
-identify real-world problems and 
opportunities



How else do PBL units become memorable?



Through being 
relevant to 
students
• Relevance can be 

fostered through 
empathy and 
compassion
• Relevance doesn’t 

always have to be about 
the TOPIC. 

Students programmed a robot to test wastewater 
at a treatment plant in Idaho



Relevance can be connected 
to:

• How student get information
• How students share information
• The product they create
•Who they share the product with



PBL units are 
anchored in the 
real world

• Real-world problem (not 
ALWAYS possible 
depending on the subject)
• Real-world skills
• Real-world product
• Real-world audience



An authentic 
audience, essential 
question, problem, 
and product gives 
the content a 
reason to exist in 
students’ minds.

Now there is a 
“need to know”!



Authenticity + strengthening memory = 
students solve problems in PBL
“The construction of concept 
memory networks requires 
opportunities for students to 
transfer learning beyond the 
contexts in which it is learned 
and practiced. … These transfer 
activities activate memories to 
new stimuli and with other 
knowledge to solve novel 
problems." How The Memory Works in 

Learning, Dr. Judy Willis



There’s an engaging PBL unit launch lesson 
that… 

• Piques students’ curiosity, 
• Introduces the project & maps 

out the project milestones,
• Has students working through 

initial ideas, and
• Accesses prior knowledge



How does a PBL launch connect to memory?

• ”The most successful 
construction of working (short-
term) memory takes place when 
there has been activation of the 
brains’ related prior knowledge 
before new information is 
taught”
• Make connections, demonstrate 

patterns and relationships 
between new and old learning

How The Memory Works in 
Learning, Dr. Judy Willis



Memory is sustained by alignment, variety, & 
repetition
• “Once an encoded short-term 

memory is constructed it still needs 
to be activated multiple times…to 
increase its durability.”
• Make connections &  demonstrate 

patterns and relationships between 
new and old learning
• Multi-sensory instruction, practice, 

and review
• Students making connections for 

themselves How The Memory Works in Learning, 
Dr. Judy Willis



PBLs are Clearly 
Aligned

• Each lesson 
connects to the 
project
• Underlying story
• Units fit with other 

units
• Aligned to 

standards and 
learning goals



Students are learning in a variety of ways



There’s a story & reason for each lesson



Type in chat or share with the group!





Which of these elements of 
PBL do you implement now?

Add your thoughts to the chat!



“What does this look like?”

Example PBL Units



Yearbook Class: 
PBL in Plain 
Sight

How does the process of creating a 
yearbook show the elements of PBL?



Yearbook Class: 
PBL in Plain 
Sight

• Public Product
• Feedback Processes
• Collaborajve
• Everyone has a role & responsibilijes



Yearbook Class: 
PBL in Plain Sight

• Authentic 
• Deadlines and 

Checkpoints
• Active Exploration
• Experts & Adult 

Assistance
• Students use Skills, 

Concepts, & 
Knowledge



Example: 6th

grade Social 
Studies: Ms. 
Jacobsen
How can learning about animal welfare 
help us understand how animal rights 
have changed over time?



Example: 6th grade Social 
Studies: Ms. Jacobsen

Unit is built on standards:

• SS7.24 Analyze connections among historical events and 
developments in contemporary global issues

• SS7.25 Explain how and why perspectives on various 
contemporary issues have changed over time

• SS7.26 Explain multiple cause and effects of various 
contemporary global events and developments

• Gather important information from primary and 
secondary sources (SS.7.3)

• Evaluate credible sources (SS.7.4)

• Identify evidence that comes from many perspectives 
and sources to support your claims. (SS.7.5)

• Develop claims and counterclaims to support your info. 
(SS.7.6)



Example: 6th

grade Social 
Studies: Ms. 

Jacobsen

“You are an animal rights advocate selected to become a curator for the 
Natural History Museum to create a museum display represenjng animal 
welfare and rights over jme.” 
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Example from a math PBL 
designed by Jared Hamilton

Essential Question: “How can 
3D printing change the 
amount of waste in 
manufacturing?”



“How does the process of gardening connect 
us to nature and at the same time produce a 
sustainable food source?”

8th grade “Power hour”

Final Project: Students will create a digital design, freehand 
drawing or three-dimensional model of an earth 
harmony/healthy lifestyle garden for Howar Middle School. 
They will submit and present their garden design to the 
Centerville Community Schools’ School Board Members. The 
student will also create a Howar Garden Guide. This guide will 
be a resource pamphlet for students to share with the school 
board members as a presentation visual to illustrate their 
garden design, plus, this pamphlet can be shared with their 
families at home to encourage gardening.





2nd Grade Unit Idea: Where did the beach and road go? 



Use Maps, Math, Literacy, & Science to Save a 
Nearby Area from Erosion

hmps://www.nature.com/scitable/blog/scibytes/beach_erosion



Product

Students consider their scientific evidence 
as well as the positions of people in various 
roles

Students share which solution each person 
in their team decided would do the best job 
of saving the land from erosion and why

As a class, students craft a letter explaining 
why that solution should be used 



Example: 
Anita’s PBL 

Unit 

• Adult English Language Learners
• Essential Question (for planning 

purposes): How can learning 
discussion gambits, turn-taking and 
cross-cultural competence help 
newcomers to Canada feel 
comfortable in a university classroom, 
so that they can contribute in a 
meaningful way to class discussions?



Example: 
Anita’s PBL 

Unit 

• Student-Facing Essential Question: 
How can you feel welcomed and 
comfortable in a Canadian university 
classroom?
• End Product/Performance: Coffee 

Party: A chance for students to talk 
to professors and native English 
speakers, to ask questions about 
classroom expectations and ways to 
feel comfortable enough to be 
included in meaningful ways



Targeted Skills in Anita’s Lessons



Big-Picture Structure of Anita’s PBL Unit
Phase 1:

• Launch Lesson
• Several Introductory 

Speaking & Listening 
Skills Lessons

• Project work time

Phase 2:

• Intermediate Speaking 
& Listening Skills 
Lessons

• Generating Questions 
to Ask at Party

• Brainstorming Topics 
& Conversational 
Gambits for Coffee 
Party

Phase 3:

• Rehearsal Lesson(s)
• Final Presentation 

(Coffee Party)
• Post-Unit Reflection



Anita’s unit has all of these 
components & more!

Adds an underlying 
story for why 

students are learning 
the content

Student learning is 
shared with an 

audience

Students complete a 
project that is 

relevant & authentic

Students work on 
the project 

throughout the unit

Students are 
learning important 

subject-area content 
thru the project

Students are actively 
and deeply learning



“How can learning about effective, accurate 
communication help keep our school community healthy?”

Spanish III; Catalina Gambra-Sposato of 
Kew-Forest School in Forest Hills, NY

Real World Problem:
“COVID-19 disinformation on many 
online platforms has highlighted the 
challenges and need for improvement in 
users’ media, digital and health 
literacy. People need digital and health 
literacy skills, and know how to verify the 
accuracy and reliability of information 
they receive, and to which they are 
otherwise exposed.”



“How can learning about effective, 
accurate communication help keep 
our school community healthy?”

Real World Problem:
“Health issues are at the forefront of my 
students’ daily life and concerns. The 
current environment presents a timely and 
pressing opportunity for these students to 
research these issues and present a well-
developed explanation about a significant, 
timely, health concern that affects them 
and their community.”
Your task:
“Prepare, in Spanish, a two-minute video 
about one common malady. The health 
topic is your choice. You must discuss the 
symptoms, treatment plan, and offer advice 
as to how to cope with the illness.”



What unforgettable unit 
will YOU teach next?

Type your topic OR what you 
hope to see in your district, 
building, or classrooms in the 
chat!



What else helps PBL units be UNFORGETTABLE?



Who is carrying the cognitive load?



Teaching Project-Based Learning is a 
balancing act

What Students 
Know

What Students 
Don’t Know

Structure

Teacher is 
talking, active

Constraints & 
supports

Flexibility

Sts are Active, 
Talking, Making

Creativity



Teaching Project-Based Learning is a 
balancing act

What Students 
Know

What Students 
Don’t Know

Structure

Teacher is 
talking, acjve

Constraints & 
supports

Flexibility

Sts are Active, 
Talking, Making

Creativity

Neither one of these 
sides is “wrong”—but if 
you are ONLY teaching 
on one side of this 
“seesaw,” you are likely 
not seeing deep 
engagement in 
content.



Teaching Project-Based Learning is a 
balancing act

What Students 
Know

What Students 
Don’t Know

Structure

Teacher is 
talking, active

Constraints & 
supports

Flexibility

Sts are Active, 
Talking, Making

Creativity

Eventually, we do want to see 
more “student-driven” 
aspects in our classrooms, but 
as teachers we know our 
classrooms rely on the best of 
both of these sides. Students 
need our guidance and 
expertise!



Here’s a quick test about how to tell if you’re 
“doing too much” (and not in a good way)

“The person doing the work is 
doing the learning” –Alice Keeler

Add to that …
• The person doing the evaluating
• The person doing the talking
• The person giving the feedback
• The person doing the research



Imagine if your driving instructor never let 
you behind the wheel!

• Would you ever learn how to 
drive well?

• Would you feel engaged in the 
”learning to drive” process?



Consider how to put students “behind the 
wheel” in your class by:

• Having students evaluate their 
own work
• Having students make sense of 

questions & content by 
discussing them
• Having students give each other 

feedback
• Having students do research and 

evaluate sources



This will make your unit unforgettable!



Is this the kind of teaching and 
learning you want for your students?

❤= Yes, I love it!
✔= I like the idea, but I don’t know 
how to plan it
🤔 = I’m not sure if this is the kind of 
teaching and learning I want at my 
school/in my classroom



Here’s how to get started!



The art of using what you 
have: creativity & constraints

• Constraints: 47-minute periods, the 
materials you have, the standards 
you have to teach, etc.
• Creativity: Constraints can foster 

creativity! You will get ideas that you 
wouldn’t have otherwise!



Idenffy real-world 
problems that connect 
to your unit (personal, 
local, nafon-wide, 
worldwide)



10 Product Ideas to Get You Started
1. Mini TED Talk to share learning/personal reflection re: a topic
2. Design Greeting Cards using LED lights & Circuits
3. “Shark Tank” pitch for a product or service
4. Application design to solve a problem
5. Design an inclusive playground that students w/disabilities can use, also
6. Documentary chronicling local history
7. Improved building design to withstand earthquakes
8. Design a pollinator-friendly school garden
9. Game design with 3D printed game pieces
10. Engineering solution to a problem arising from natural disasters

https://www.amybaeder.com/10-pbl-product-ideas/

https://www.amybaeder.com/10-pbl-product-ideas/


National Geographic: 
Middle School PBL 
Units
• https://www.nationalgeographic.

org/unit/interrupted-migrations/
• https://www.nationalgeograp

hic.org/unit/peak-water-
mount-everest-global-water-
supply/
• https://www.nationalgeograp

hic.org/unit/sunken-slave-
ship/
• https://www.nationalgeograp

hic.org/unit/carbon-trackers/

https://www.nationalgeographic.org/unit/interrupted-migrations/
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/unit/peak-water-mount-everest-global-water-supply/
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/unit/sunken-slave-ship/
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/unit/carbon-trackers/


We Know Where PBL Unit Planners Frequently Get Lost



https://www.amybaeder.com/roadmap-teachers/

https://www.amybaeder.com/roadmap-teachers/


5 Stages of Unit Design

• Stage 1: Establish Project Foundations
• Stage 2: Design an Authentic, Meaningful 

Project
• Stage 3: Sketch out Assessments & Activities
• Stage 4: Plan your Project “Bookends”
• Stage 5: Resource & Plan Your Unit



Download 
this Road 
Map for 

Free!
https://www.amybaeder.com/roadmap-teachers/

There’s also one for district and school leaders:
https://www.amybaeder.com/roadmap-leaders

https://www.amybaeder.com/roadmap-teachers/
https://www.amybaeder.com/roadmap-leaders


Use the Road Map to Plan a Unit



https://calendly.com/amybaeder

https://calendly.com/amybaeder


Do you want to work with me as you write a high-performance 
PBL unit ?







Certification Program: 
You learn by doing a PBL

• Problem: What problem are 
you trying to solve with PBL?
• Audience: PBLN members & 

your cohort; ultimately, your 
students
• Product: A planned PBL unit
• Essential Question: How can I 

create a high-performance PBL 
unit without getting lost or 
giving up?

Problem Product

Audience
Essential  
Question



Hear what 
teachers are 
saying about 
the 
program….

Maggie Van Wyk, 
Year 1 Co-Teacher,

Shanghai, China on 
the Project-Based 
Learning Curriculum 
Developer 
Certification

"Just do it! It 
gives you a new 
perspective on 
teaching the next 
generation and 
helping to 
develop their 
skills.”

www.amybaeder.com/me
morable





Now, how will you get 
there?



We have to do more than wish for it!



PBL Certification 
Program

• Registration is open 
now
•We have a short open 

enrollment period, 
and then it will close

To join, go to https://www.amybaeder.com/memorable



PBL Curriculum Developer Certification 
Modules

What is High-
Performance 
Project-Based 
Learning?

01
Digging Deep to 
Inform & 
Inspire a Rich 
PBL Unit

02
Planning Your 
Unit's 
Foundajons & 
4 Cornerstones

03
Framing Your 
Unit from Start 
to Finish

04
Peer Review, 
Publishing, and 
Celebrating

05

https://www.amybaeder.com/memorable



How it Works
• The video modules will walk 

you through the entire PBL 
Roadmap, with step-by-
step Action Tasks to bring 
you closer to your goal in 
each lesson
• The PBL Unit Plan 

Book provides the prompts, 
templates, and tools you'll 
need to complete your unit

https://www.amybaeder.com/memorable





The Power of One Compelling PBL Unit



How it Works

• "Fishbowl Coaching" sessions     
give you 1:1 support
• Sessions are published and 

distributed with “Key Ideas” 
pulled out for your reference

https://www.amybaeder.com/memorable



How it Works

• You'll also have access to our Project-Based Learning 
Network community, where you can share ideas, ask for 
feedback, and get connected with resources so you can 
polish your unit to perfection.
• You'll be learning the same way your students will 

learn—by working on an authentic project from day 1, 
and sharing the final product with real audiences—first 
your peers in the program, and ultimately, your 
students

https://www.amybaeder.com/memorable



When You’re Done…

• Submit your unit design 
and any artifacts, videos, 
or photos as evidence
• Your unit will get 

reviewed according to 
the Essential Elements 
of High-Performance 
PBL Unit
• Once you’re certified….

amybaeder.com/memorable



When you complete the program, you’ll have

• A personalized 
certificate 
• A digital badge
• A  PBL unit you can 

use
• Lifetime access to 

the coursework, 
materials, and PBL 
Network 



I’m so proud of our cerffied high-performance PBL 
curriculum developers!

amybaeder.com/memorable



amybaeder.com/memorable



amybaeder.com/memorable



-recently certified 
PBLN member

• “It is an understatement to tell you how 
much I appreciated the manner in which you 
both crafted and conducted the course. In 
essence, having clear guidelines, pertinent 
and illustrative examples, and directions as 
to how to navigate and resolve particularly 
difficult issues/topics were extremely 
helpful.”



Jessica Smith, 
2nd grade lead 
teacher, 
San Marcos TX

"I am no longer hesitant to do project-based 
learning. I see it as a fun and engaging way to 
teach. I look forward to when I can do my 
project!"



• Team Pricing & Registration
• Group discounts are available (20% discount 

for groups of 2 or more)
• Email us for a quote: amy@amybaeder.com



Bonus: For Leaders

Support teachers as they plan 
and enact PBL

• TIME

• RESOURCES

• TRAINING

• PATIENCE

• VISION



School and District Leaders & Preservice 
Educators
Implement PBL with
• a grade-level team, 
• a department, or 
• your whole teaching staff 

using PBL CDC
and I will be available for direct 
support to you as you lead this 
change.

amybaeder.com/memorable



Payment Details

• We accept school purchase 
orders and credit cards
• To make it easier, we break 

registration fee into 12 
monthly installments (no 
interest)
• Lifetime access to modules

amybaeder.com/memorable



Special 
Offer

• First payment is only 
$5! ($44 discount) for 
the first month, if you 
pay monthly
• Continue payments 

throughout the year
amybaeder.com/memorable



Bonus offer: Sign up TODAY for the PBLN CDC and 
you get…

PBL Practices Challenge (Normally $79)



Typically 
$79



PBL Certification Program

• Registration starts now
• All modules are available
• You can start today!
• To register, go to

amybaeder.com/memorable



Wrap 
Up

•Q & A
• “I used to think….but 

now I think…”
•Next Steps



Stay 
Connected

Phone #: 800.861.1755

Email: amy@amybaeder.com

Website: www.amybaeder.com

Twitter: @ThePBLN

mailto:amy@amybaeder.com
http://www.amybaeder.com/

